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HUMAN DISEASES CAUSED BY VIRUSES. Edited by H. Rothschild, F. Allison, Jr., and
C. Howe. New York, Oxford University Press, 1978. 361 pp.
While this book is based on a virology conference that took place in November
1976, it is neither out-of-date nor highly technical, as the proceedings of such
conferences often are. It is rather a valuable compendium for non-virologists,
especially clinicians, who wish to review or update their knowledge.
The book begins with a short history of virology and a fascinating article on the
taxonomy of viruses. Of the following chapters, which deal mainly with clinically
oriented material, my favorites were those on encephalitis and unconventional
viruses. In the latter, D. Carleton Gajdusek presents the history of slow-virus
research, laboratory and pathologic characteristics of the diseases, experimental
results on the nature and transmissibility of the agents, and implications for other
diseases. James P. Luby's article on encephalitis is organized around questions a
clinician caring for patients with possible viral encephalitis should be asking; it is
concise and enjoyable reading. The chapter on hepatitis is too short-more informa-
tion on the Hbc and Hb, antigens would have been nice-but it is clearly written. The
chapter on herpes viruses is good, but the discussion ofEpstein-Barr viruses is almost
entirely limited to the work of one laboratory and is much more technical than the
rest of the book. The same might also be said of the chapters on papovaviruses and
oncornaviruses, but on balance I think their level of technical sophistication is
appropriate. I especially liked the dispassionate discussion of the evidence for and
against viral etiologies of cancer.
A section on diagnostic virology concentrates mainly on preparation ofspecimens
and what one should and should not expect from a virology laboratory. There are
also chapters on virus-cell interactions, hemorrhagicfevers, immunization, influenza,
and antiviral chemotherapy; the latter two are somewhat dated. Otherfeatures are an
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AMINO ACID DETERMINATION: METHODS AND TECHNIQUEs. Edited by S. Blackburn.
New York, Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1978. 367 pp. $34.50.
This little book contains 13 chapters, each devoted to one aspect of amino acid
analysis. It is not a laboratory manual as much as a critical guide to methods. It
discusses theoretical aspects of methodology, ranging from pitfalls in sample
preparation to problems of amino acid degradation during analysis. Many technical
details are provided, and meticulous attention to detail is emphasized.
While there is little historical detail, sufficient historical information is given to
provide a perspective to the methods discussed. Thereis a careful discussion ofbuffer
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composition and of ion-exchange resin properties, both very valuable to the amino
acid analyst. Detection reagents are evaluated, and gas-chromatographic methods
are detailed. There is a good chapter on the important subject of computer
application to amino acid analysis. The 46-page chapter on amino acids in physio-
logic fluids includes methods of a-amino nitrogen and individual methods for
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and cystine. The discussion of the application of automated
column chromatographic methods to physiologic fluids is detailed, authoritative, and
contains normal values and many drawings of chromatographic curves.
This book will be of value to persons at every technical level in an amino acid
laboratory.
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CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL HYPERTENSION. Vol. 1, Number 1. Edited by Michael
J. Antonaccio. New York, Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1978. 140 pp. $90.00.
The time for a journal specifically devoted to hypertension has arrived. The
investigator or clinician, determined to keep abreast ofnew developments in the field,
now needs to scan cardiologic, nephrologic, endocrinologic, as well as pharmologic
and physiologic journals simply to be aware of new developments. The publisher
(Marcel Dekker, Inc.) and editor (Michael J. Antonaccio, Ph.D.) of Clinical and
Experimental Hypertension deserve to be commended fortryingto provide a quality,
refereed journal to cover clinical and experimental issues in hypertension.
The scope of the material presented in the first issue of this new journal is broad
and reflects the editor's desire to make the journal useful and informative to a wide
audience within the field of hypertension. Two ofthe nine studies pertain to humans
and three focus on very basic research problems in the central and peripheral nervous
system. Although all of the articles were in English and will continue to be, authors
from five countries were represented. The editorial board is also international with
representatives from twelve countries in addition to the United States. Unfortunately,
the board is somewhat overrepresented by members of the pharmaceutical industry
and underrepresented by clinicians, but it is too early to know if this imbalance will
determine the future direction of thejournal. At $90.00 per year for six issues of 150
pages each, Clinical and Experimental Hypertension is prohibitively high for the
individual but should be purchased by most medical libraries. One unpleasant aspect
is the use of typed camera-ready copy by a publication this expensive, but perhaps
this is necessary if the papers are to be published as quickly as the editor and
publisher would like.
Whether Clinical and Experimental Hypertension will become the important
resource for physicians and scientists interested in hypertension remains to be seen.
The American Heart Association has recently launched a cheaper and more elegant
publication, Hypertension, to serve the same need.
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